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Abstract 

Summary: A key aspect of microbiome research is analysis of longitudinal dynamics using time 

series data. A method to visualize both the proportional and absolute change in the abundance of 

multiple taxa across multiple subjects over time is needed. We developed BiomeHorizon, an 

open-source R package that visualizes longitudinal compositional microbiome data using horizon 

plots. 

Availability and Implementation: BiomeHorizon is available at 

https://github.com/blekhmanlab/biomehorizon/ and released under the MIT license. A guide with 

step-by-step instructions for using the package is provided at 

https://blekhmanlab.github.io/biomehorizon/. The guide also provides code to reproduce all plots 

in this manuscript. 

Contact: lgrienei@umn.edu, blekhman@umn.edu, iafink@uchicago.edu  

Supplementary information: None 

 

Introduction 

Despite playing a key role in the health of their hosts (McKenney et al., 2018; Costello et 

al., 2012), host-associated microbial communities demonstrate considerable variation both 

between hosts and within an individual host over time (Flores et al., 2014; Human Microbiome 

Project Consortium, 2012; Johnson et al., 2019). To determine drivers of this temporal variation, 

and to link such variation to specific host health outcomes, recent work has focused on collecting 

time series microbiome samples from individual hosts. However, host-associated microbiome 

data is compositionally complex, with thousands of microbial taxa present at any given time 

point, and visualizing these longitudinal data is challenging. Traditional methods of longitudinal 

microbiome visualization use a stream or line graph with a different color for each microbe 

(Johnson et al., 2019; David et al., 2014; Turroni et al., 2017; Baksi et al., 2018). While this is 

valuable for tracking a single microbe in a single host, it becomes visually difficult to distinguish 

broader trends among several microbes. This is especially true given that large proportional 

changes in microbes with low abundances (i.e. mean relative abundance <0.5%) are dwarfed by 

highly abundant microbes (i.e. mean abundance >25%). Further, line graphs do not facilitate 

comparing microbial trends at the same time points across different hosts. Among other software 

tools for longitudinal microbiome analysis, few allow for automated visualization of proportional 

changes in fluctuations for multiple microbes, or within multiple hosts, over time.  

 

Materials and methods 
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Here, we present BiomeHorizon, a ggplot2-compatible R package that provides a 

compact way of visualizing the longitudinal dynamics of multiple microbes in parallel 

(Wickham, 2016). BiomeHorizon was developed with two of the most common microbiome 

study designs in mind: human health experiments, such as dietary or medical intervention 

studies, where the microbiome is sampled from all subjects at set time points to compare 

microbiome health outcomes over time; and observational wildlife studies, where samples may 

be collected at irregular time intervals (e.g., opportunistically when defecation is observed) 

and/or with large time gaps. 

BiomeHorizon generates horizon plots, a chart where the X-axis is a time series and the 

Y-axis starts from the “horizon” (or “origin”; often the median value of a variable across all time 

points) and creates area charts whose Y-axis distribution represents the distance of the variable 

from the origin at a given time point (Fig. 1A) (Heer et al., 2009). Colored bands are used to 

represent n-tiles from the origin, with two different color families representing positive or 

negative values. The compactness of horizon plots facilitates easy pattern-recognition and 

comparison between numerous time series, revealing unique insights into longitudinal data. 

Specifically, they allow visual identification of sustained versus temporary change in microbe(s), 

which is valuable for modeling stability and disturbance (David et al. 2014). For example, it is 

easy to detect “comovement” or “periodicity”, while also comparing amplitude. Comovement 

can be valuable for identifying microbes with related functions (e.g. if they increase at the same 

proportion over the same timescale), while periodicity might reveal links between environmental 

or experimental factors and microbial populations. All this functionality is made customizable by 

BiomeHorizon, which provides the flexibility to emphasize specific dimensions of the data and to 

adapt to unique study designs. 

BiomeHorizon provides three innovations to prior horizon plot applications, which allows 

substantial room for customization or adaptation to emphasize different aspects of microbiome 

data (Tan et al., 2019; Barandas et al., 2020). First, it takes data in a common OTU table format, 

with functions to filter taxa based on prevalence and abundance. A taxonomy table and metadata 

table may be supplemented such that microbes can be annotated by taxonomic level and selected 

from subject(s) of interest, respectively. These datasets are accepted in a wide range of formats, 

making the package broadly applicable to many experimental and observational conditions. 

Second, BiomeHorizon allows for comparison of dynamics between abundant and rare taxa with 

scale options, such that proportional changes can be seen. Specifically, the tool can switch 

between a fixed origin or y-scale for each microbe, and variable origin or y-scale, allowing for 

comparisons between multiple microbes and between multiple hosts. The user can also 

customize the number of segments data are separated into to differentiate higher values, or to 

show wider ranges. Third, BiomeHorizon can accurately reflect taxa dynamics across irregular 

time intervals, making it suitable for visualizing data from observational field studies and other 

datasets with lengthy gaps. These customizations make BiomeHorizon versatile in highlighting a 

wide range of aspects of longitudinal data, and facilitate the user’s ability to pick which microbes 

may be of interest for additional analyses. We note that BiomeHorizon is the first tool for horizon 

plots specific to microbiome data. 

 

Usage scenario 

To demonstrate the versatility of BiomeHorizon, we apply it to two different publicly 

available microbiome datasets; a 17-day human diet experimental study with metagenomic 

sequencing of the gut microbiome (Johnson et al., 2019), and a multiyear collection of wild 
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baboon 16S rRNA gut microbiome samples (Grieneisen et al., 2021). By using 

single_var_otu, BiomeHorizon can compare the temporal dynamics of a single microbe 

across multiple subjects with samples collected on the same days (Fig. 1A). Alternatively, by 

adjusting thresh_prevalence, thresh_abundance, or otulist, and specifying subj, 

microbes can be filtered by prevalence and abundance, or by name, to compare many microbes 

in the same subject (Fig. 1B). Further, by adjusting origin, scale, or band.thickness, the 

dynamics of highly abundant or rare microbes can be emphasized (Fig. 1C). Finally, for data at 

irregular time intervals, such as those collected in the wild baboon example data set, 

regularInterval specifies the interval at which missing data can be interpolated, while 

maxGap specifies the maximum amount of time between sample collection before a gap in the X 

axis should be used (Fig. 1D).  

 

Conclusion 

BiomeHorizon is a powerful tool for visualization of microbiome dynamics over time, as 

well as a useful initial data exploration tool. It is highly customizable and versatile, as it is 

designed to accommodate both metagenomics and 16S microbiome data, and can be easily 

integrated into ggplot2, allowing for aesthetic customization. We note it could also be applied to 

other types of longitudinal data sets (i.e. non-microbiome) that are represented as the relative 

abundance of many features. BiomeHorizon is an open-source project available on GitHub, with 

a user-guide to supplement the documentation.  
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Figure 1. A BiomeHorizon horizon plot showing custom configurations. (A) Annotated horizon 

plot for a single microbe (single_var_otu = ‘Taxon 1’), for 17 samples across 6 subjects 

in the diet study example data set. (B) Microbes manually chosen as those with a per-sample 

average relative abundance of at least 0.75%  (thresh_abundance = 0.75) across 15 

samples in one subject (subj = ‘MCTs01’)  in the diet study example data set. Microbes are 

labeled by their most fine-grained level of taxonomic identification 

(facetLabelsByTaxonomy = TRUE). (C) The same data as (B), but with the origin manually 

set to 1% relative abundance (origin = 1) and band thickness set so each band represents 10% 

relative abundance (band.thickness = 10), which serves to visually emphasize changes in 

highly abundant microbes (e.g. Bacteroides). (D) For data collected at irregular time intervals or 

with collection gaps (shown in the wild baboon study example data set), BiomeHorizon can 

interpolate between points to regularize intervals (25 days shown here; regularInterval = 

25) with breaks when there are gaps greater than a specified interval (75 days shown here; 

maxGap = 75). Custom aesthetics can be used to adjust labels, colors, etc.  
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